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Thank you for purchasing The Magickal Rites of Prosperity. Let’s face it, whether we like money or not, in this world, we need it. Money makes the world go-round. This has been the case since the dawn of humanity. Although in the most ancient of days money was not used, but other goods were. Grain, livestock and goods of all types were used to obtain other goods. It was a bartering system as it were. Today we use money as a means of obtaining goods, but in all actuality, it is still bartering, it just that we have added an extra element to it. Money now allows us to exchanges goods. It gives us the right to. So in this sense money is the gatekeeper between one good and the other. I am writing this book in response to several requests. I have had several people come to me asking me for a book just on money magick. In most, if not all my books I supply magickal rites for money, in this book I will bring the best of them together in one volume. And I will include new one from an upcoming series as a bonus chapter. Money is a big issue for most people and so this book will come in very helpful to many. Unfortunately, Money has such a bad reputation and that is part of why so many are in need of it, most of this reputation is based on a few misconceptions. In the next chapter, I am hoping we can banish some of the misconceptions of money. After that, we will briefly discuss how hidden thoughts about money sabotage you and finally, we will get right into the rituals and what is needed for them. Let us proceed.
People sometimes think that becoming rich is a one way ticket to live well financially. But they are totally wrong! I earned a lot of money several times along my life (I'm 54 now) and after the flow of cash in, money stop coming and it was only a matter of time to get the bank account depleted again. It took more than thirty years to understand that Prosperity is the real important Magical knowledge to learn and apply - once you get it into your life, even in dire straits situations like what we're living here in Brazil now, you can get from rags to riches in record time. Maybe the two most underappreciated kinds of Magick that exists are Prosperity Magick and as my good friend S Rob says, Protection Magick. These two forms of Magick may be the least "sensual" kinds of Magick, because when you do them you seldom see anything going around you - but it IS working! Protection Magick keeps "things" to happen to you - but it keeps BAD THINGS to happen! And Prosperity Magick keeps a flowing tide of good things coming IN your life, although sometimes in a so subtle way you seldom notice it. But it'll change your life forever, and for much better, if you just follow the clear and easy to follow instructions in this marvelous book!

okay to read, but i only lost money after performing the rituals and doing lots of mundane work along with that. no prosperity yet.

You have to believe.

Great book full of knowledge.
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